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Following the success of 
Six Senses Laamu’s pledge 
to protect their 50,000 m2 of 
surrounding seagrass beds, 
MUI and BLUE launched 
the 
#ProtectMaldivesSeagrass 
campaign. The campaign 
was launched on World 
Seagrass Day, March 1st, 
in response to a survey 
by MUI that found 50% 
of resorts with seagrass 
meadows across the 
Maldives reported 
removing them, many 
because it is considered 
‘ugly’ or a ‘nuisance’. 
Removal of seagrass by 
resorts is part of a global 
crisis, with an estimated 
two football fields of 
seagrass lost every hour. 
The practice of seagrass 
removal ignores the 
importance of seagrass as 
a food source for green sea 
turtles, carbon sink, coastal 
protection, nursery habitat, 
and oxygen producer. 
Bringing together resorts, 
organizations, tourists, and 
Maldivians, the campaign 
aims to promote the 
benefits seagrass can offer 
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to tourism and to shift 
attitudes from removing 
seagrass to protecting it.

The goals of the campaign 
are to: 

1) Secure pledges from 
resorts that have seagrass 
meadows to protect at least 
80% of the area

2) Generate public 
statements from 
supporting resorts and 
both local and international 
organizations to reject 
the practice of seagrass 
removal and to advocate 
for its protection as a vital 
marine ecosystem.

After only four weeks, 
17 resorts, 13 local 
organisations, and 4 
international organizations 
have joined as partners 
in the campaign. In 
addition, more than 800 
people have pledged 
their support on www.
protectmaldivesseagrass 
.com, with many more 
advocating for the 
protection of seagrass 

at resorts in Maldives 
over social media.  The 
campaign has also received 
international attention, 
with BBC Earth posting 
MUI’s seagrass 360 virtual 
reality film on Facebook, 
generated more than 50,000 
views. On the ground 
in Male’, the capital of 
the Maldives, an event 
to discuss the challenges 
surrounding seagrass 
conservation was attended 
by a number of key local 
environmental advocates. 
Local newspapers, such 
as Mihaaru, The Edition, 
and Sun Online, have 
published features on the 
campaign, further raising 
awareness about the issue 
of seagrass removal at 
resorts.

The general public, 
including locals and 
internationals, can pledge 
their support for the 
campaign on BLUE’s 
website 
www.
protectmaldivesseagrass 
.com, and join 
the discussion by 

using the hashtag 
#ProtectMaldivesSeagrass 
on social media.  By 
generating support from 
stakeholders across public, 
private, and government 
sectors, we will be able 
to present a strong case 
for future policy changes 
to protect seagrass in the 
Maldives.

As part of Six Senses 
Laamu’s continued 
commitment to seagrass 
research and conservation, 
the team has started long 
term monitoring of the 
meadows surrounding 
Olhuveli Island. The 
surveys will provide a 
baseline for new and 
improved methods, 
providing valuable insights 
into species composition 
and distribution. Given the 
lack of research on seagrass 
meadows in Maldives, last 
month’s visit from seagrass 
expert Dr. Paul York of 
James Cook University, 
Australia, was pivotal 
in establishing effective 
monitoring methods.
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MASS CORAL SPAWNING 
AT SIX SENSES LAAMU 
HOUSE REEF
Dubbed one of nature’s greatest spectacles, mass coral 
spawning has not been well documented across the 
Maldives and up until now, has not yet been witnessed 
on the reefs surrounding Six Senses Laamu. Triggered 
by the natural cues of the lunar cycle and water 
temperature, corals reproduce by releasing their eggs and 
sperm simultaneously into the water column to maximise 
their chances of successful fertilisation.

From the few reports in the Maldives, spawning in 
previous years has occurred in the days following the 
March full moon. Determined to capture and document 
the event for themselves, the MUI team, led by research 
coordinator Philippa, headed out on a series of night 
snorkel surveys. Their dedication paid off and the team 
were greeted by the spectacle of spawning Porites and 
Diploastrea (two genus of coral) colonies on their third 
survey night.

The results from the survey have given the team a 
valuable first insight into coral spawning on Laamu’s 
reefs, including a greater understanding as to what 
environmental cues trigger the mass spawning event.  
This month it wasn’t just the corals though, there was lots 
of loving in Laamu, with turtles, octopus, and various 
reef fish also sighted in courtship around the atoll!

The MUI team interacted 
with a total of 30.1% 
of guests staying at the 
resort in March, a record 
number for the team. The 
average number of mega-
fauna sightings was 9 
across 216 dives/snorkels, 
including a total of 940 
sharks, 400 turtles, 358 
rays, and 185 Napoleon 
wrasse sightings.



CORAL EXPERTS VISIT 
SIX SENSES LAAMU
This month we had the honor of visits from a Maldivian 
coral taxonomist expert, Shidha Afzal, as well as the 
pioneer of the coral restoration technique, micro-
fragmentation, Dr. Dave Vaughan. Shida is considered 
at the top of her field in coral taxonomy in the Maldives, 
identifying more than 50 coral species during her seven 
day stay in Laamu and conducting the first ever coral 
species inventory for the atoll. Keen to share her wealth 
of knowledge, she also completed training sessions with 
the team on coral taxonomy and identification. Dr. Dave 
Vaughan explored the reefs around Olhuveli Island to 
assess whether micro-fragmention is a viable method of 
restoration for reefs in Maldives. Dave also shared the 
remarkable story of how an accident in his lab turned 
into the discovery of micro-fragmention with our guests 
at our weekly cocktail party.

Both Shida and Dave were thoroughly impressed by the 
health and diversity of Laamu’s reefs, both stating that 
they were showing impressive recovery from the 2016 
global mass bleaching that devastated Maldives’ coral 
reefs. Shida reported Six Senses Laamu’s reef to be one 
of the most diverse house reefs in the Maldives and the 
sheer number of coral species meant she was unable to 

record all species during her stay. Whilst the team have 
not ruled out micro-fragmentation as a viable option to 
restore Olhuveli Island’s reefs, the already promising 
signs of natural recovery mean the team are considering 
directing their efforts into long-term monitoring and 
management plans instead.
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The start of March was very exciting 
for the Manta Trust team and Six 
Senses guests as we had at least 
16 individual manta rays surface 
feeding about 20 minutes away from 
the resort. Throughout the year, 
mantas can be frequently observed 
by guests while scuba diving at 
the local manta point, but surface 
feeding is rare for us to observe 

During the surface feeding frenzy at 
the start of the month, Manta Trust 
identified a new manta in Laamu, 
officially bringing our population to 
126 individuals. One lucky guest will 
have the opportunity to name the 
new manta at an upcoming manta 
themed cocktail party. In March, we 
encountered 22 different resident 
mantas of Laamu.  Historically, 
March has always been a quieter 
time for manta sightings in the atoll 
and it was great to see so many of 
Laamu’s resident mantas throughout 
the month.  

MARCH MET WITH SURFACE FEEDING 
FRENZIES

A CHANCE TO  NAME 
LAAMU’S NEWEST MANTA

around Laamu. While the team know 
the resident manta population must 
be feeding somewhere, they haven’t 
yet discovered a site where regular 
feeding takes place.  Every sighting of 
surface feeding is important for their 
research and these sightings gave 
them the chance to share their love 
of manta rays with guests who aren’t 
certified scuba divers. The team 

also encountered surface feeding 
behaviour again in mid-March and 
had a report of surface feeding from 
a fishing trip at the end of the month.  
Working with the boat crew and 
locals from the neighbouring islands, 
the Manta Trust team are hoping to 
learn more about surface feeding 
activity throughout the year.
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Over the past year, the team have 
been trialling night lights at various 
locations throughout the atoll in 
hopes of attracting manta rays via 
the light attracting plankton.  While 
they haven’t encountered any manta 
rays at night, they realized that they 
were still seeing really interesting 
balls of bait fish and interactions 
between species that were normally 

Last year, Manta Trust received 
funding for an extended life RUV 
(Remove Underwater Video camera 
system) and they are now working 
on developing a housing for the 
camera to remain underwater for 
3-4 days.  This will allow them to 
have additional eyes on the reef 
and record manta behavior at the 
cleaning stations well after their 
dives.  As this is still in the works, 
they have continued to use their 
traditional RUV between dives and 

TRIALLING NIGHT LIGHTS IN LAAMU ATOLL

REMOTE CAMERA KEEPS 
EXTENDED EYES ON 
THE REEF

only seen on a night dive.  This 
month, they trialled the night lights 
off the dive centre jetty for a few 
hours every other week to let guests 
see what was happening on the reef 
at night without ever getting wet. 
Jack fish and squid hunting were 
seen as well a juvenile eagle ray 
feeding near the light. This activity 
will be taking place every few 

weeks and the team look forward to 
sharing the night light experience 
with guests.  The manta trust team 
are going to continue speaking 
with fisherman around the atoll to 
determine if they encounter manta 
rays while using lights in traditional 
bait fishing.    

have recorded some interesting 
footage from our local manta point.  
We only recorded three cruising 
mantas on the RUV this month but 
there was also lots of shark action 
and a curious green turtle that kept 
an eye on the RUV!  
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Early in March, a local boat rescued 
two Olive Ridley turtles that had 
been entangled in a ghost net near 
L.Maamendhoo. Thankfully the 
boat driver knew to bring them to 
our Turtle Biologist and, following 
overnight care, both turtles were 
sent to ORP’s vet at Coco Palm 
Dhuni Kolhu to receive medical 
treatment. The larger female had 
sustained a dislocated front flipper 
and was affectionately named 
“Big Mummy”, whilst the smaller 

This month we completed our 
month of dedicated surveys on 
Gaadhoo, an uninhabited island 
4.5km east of Six Senses Laamu, 
which is thought be to be one of 
the most significant Green turtle 
nesting sites in the Maldives. Despite 
being out of peak nesting season, 
we recorded two nests and three 
false crawls (turtle tracks with no 
nest) - Figure 1. Our Turtle Biologist 
is now busy compiling a report on 
the observed nesting activity to help 
justify government protection for L. 
Gaadhoo.

THREE ENTANGLED TURTLES RESCUED

NESTING SURVEYS TO PROTECT
LAAMU GAADHOO

juvenile had sustained several cuts 
and a skin infection. She/he was 
named “Moodhu Vina”, or ‘seagrass’ 
in Dhivehi, as he/she was found 
during the #ProtectMaldivesSeagrass 
campaign. We were delighted to 
hear that Big Mummy was able to 
be released only a few days after 
arrival, and Moodhu Vina is due to 
be released very soon!

The next week, we received a call 
from Emperor Divers Laamu who 

had found a juvenile Hawksbill 
turtle entangled in a cement bag 
near L. Baresdhoo. Thankfully the 
turtle wasn’t badly injured however, 
once untangled, struggled to dive. 
As buoyant turtles are unlikely to 
survive in the wild, we transferred 
the turtle (named Acorn) to Marine 
Savers at Four Seasons Kuda Huraa 
for rehabilitation the following day. 
Acorn is recovering well and will be 
able to be released soon!

Acorn Big Mummy MoodhuVina
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A MARINE 
CONSERVATION 
MODEL FOR 
LAAMU

CORAL REEF 
ECOLOGY 
WORKSHOP

BLUE is continuing conversations 
with Ministry of Environment, 
Ministry of Fisheries and 
Agriculture, and the Laamu Atoll 
Council on supporting the local and 
national efforts to create protected 
areas in Laamu Atoll. Work plans 
on specific support areas have been 
shared with the Ministries and 
discussions are ongoing on areas that 
are prioritized for protection.

This month, Shaha, BLUE’s Laamu 
project manager, joined the coral reef 
ecology field course organized by 
University of York at the Biccocca 
University field station in Faafu 
Atoll. The course was conducted by 
Professor Callum Roberts and Dr. 
Julie Hawkins who are scientific 
advisors to BLUE’s Maldives 
projects. In addition to gaining field 
monitoring skills, Shaha observed 
how the course was delivered so 
that this could be replicated with 
community members in Laamu Atoll.
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SUSTAINABILITY 
EARTH HOUR 

#TRASHTAG CHALLENGE 

Earth Hour is a symbolic lights out 
event where countries across the 
globe turn off their lights! On March 
30th  between 8:30pm and 9:30pm, 
we encouraged our guests to un-plug 
and #Connect2Earth in an effort to 
conserve nature and the earth. They 
enjoyed a candlelit dinner on the 
sandbank, followed by star gazing 
and marine life discussions with the 
MUI team.

Six Senses Laamu joined in on the 
latest social media challenge, but 
instead of eating a spoonful of 
cinnamon or dumping a bucket of 
water on our heads, we cleaned a 
beach! The #TrashTag Challenge 
encourages people to get out and 
clean or fix up an area that needs 
attention. In less than an hour, 13 
hosts and 2 guests from the resort 
visited our neighboring uninhabited 
island – which receives hardly any 
attention due to no people living 
there – and collected 52 bags of trash, 
containing more than 2,000 plastic 
bottles, 700 plastic wrappers, and 
2 large ghost nets, and much more, 
totalling more than 3,600 pieces!

WORLD WATER DAY
WorldWaterDay 2019 theme 
is “Leaving no one behind”, as 
UN #SDG 6 aims to ensure the 
availability of water for all by 2030.
Last year we donated water filters to 
all schools in Laamu Atoll, ensuring 
access to clean water to 3,724 
students.

On the world water day 2019 we 
challenged the schools to count 
how many plastic water bottles they 
avoided throughout the day. The 8 
schools that accepted the challenge 
collectively filled their reusable water 
bottles 1,751 times! That’s 639,115 
plastic bottles avoided per year!
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PASTRY 
TRAINING

WOMEN’S DAY 
YOGA

With the collaboration of Women 
Development Committee from 
L.Maamendhoo, Six Senses Laamu’s 
pastry team conducted a 3 day 
pastry training for 8 women from 
L.Maamendhoo. The aim of the 
training was to increase the business 
opportunities and empower women 
in the community. The course has 
taught them how to make modern 
pastries such as “Chocolate Master 
Class”, “Modern Fusion Dessert” and 
many more.

“Balance for better” is the theme for 
2019 Women’s day as encouraging 
gender equality among the 
communities. Additionally, Six 
Senses Laamu Spa team celebrated 
“Balance for Better” by conducting 
an “Early Morning Yoga” 
session with the Women’s of L. 
Maamendhoo. The Spa team believes 
that learning the skills of yoga can 
balance your emotions and decrease 
the amount of stress during the 
day where the 30 participants from 
L.Maamendhoo totally agreed.

HELLO HALLU Coral reef and marine megafauna field trip was based on learning the 
importance of surveying the marine ecosystems. In the month of March we 
conducted this field trip by snorkeling in L.Gan’s coral reef. Surprisingly, 
many of the students were unaware of the basic skills of snorkeling where the 
MUI team additionally taught the students how to snorkel.

COMMUNITY

FARUKOE 
EVENT
There is nothing more inspirational 
than seeing the reaction of a student 
who is seeing a coral reef for the 
first time! The MUI team took 28 
students from L.Maamendhoo school 
snorkeling around their island’s 
reef. We hope that by exposing local 
youth to the beauty of their home 
beneath the surface, they will be 
inspired to protect it themselves.



 To learn more about Six Senses Laamu marine conservation and 
sustainability initiatives please contact

Natasha Prokop
Marine Biologist 

marbiol-laamu@sixsenses.com

Megan O’ Beirne
Sustainability Manager

so-laamu@sixsenses.com

To stay up to date with the latest news, events and
 visiting experts follow Six Senses Laamu, Deep Blue Divers 

and Maldives Underwater Initiative on social media

Six Senses Laamu
Olhuveli Island, Laamu Atoll, Maldives

T +960 680 0800
F +960 680 0801

www.sixsenses.com


